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* As My children "practice" Kingdom-normalcy it is certain that things will
just simply begin to fall off [fall away from] them. For there is NO sickness and
disease [disorder] in the Kingdom. There is NO poverty in the Kingdom - and
death in ANY of its forms cannot enter in [influence in any way] there. This [the
Kingdom] is also the place of My Authority and, thus, it is from this place that the
necessary "authoritative proclamations" will go forth on a continual basis in the
lives of My faithful ones - not only driving out [expelling] the Evil One and his
forces from their own lives but, also, from the lives of those I have brought across
their path. From these things, one can begin to see VERY clearly that, in this final
hour, My Glorious Church shall go forth and "cut a swath" - through even the
deepest darkness - setting vast multitudes of captives free, and leading them into
"true" relationship with Me [and with My Word].

"Kingdom-normalcy" - the sphere wherein one abides in the "fullness" [every
aspect] of their precious Covenant with God, in Christ;

"authoritative proclamation" - words that are in perfect alignment with a
revelation of God's Word/Will in one's heart, spoken in an absolute faith and trust
[empowered by the "spirit of faith"] - which then releases the"fullness" of one's
Authority and Power [in Christ] into any given situation to bring it into perfect
conformity to the Father's Will and highest Kingdom-purpose. 

...."the word of the king is authoritative".... Ecclesiastes 8:4 NASB

...."But seek [aim at and strive after] first of all His kingdom and His
righteousness [His way of doing and being right]".... Matthew 6:33 The Amplified
Translation 

...."Therefore, brethren, be all the more diligent to make certain about His
calling and choosing you; for as long as you practice these things, you will never
stumble; for in this way the entrance into the eternal kingdom of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ will be abundantly supplied to you".... 2 Peter 1:10-11 NASB 


